
 National Curriculum Music KS 1  

                   Year 1                                  Age Related Musical Skills   (interrelated dimensions) 

Key Concept Year 

Group 

Skills 

Duration 

(Pulse and 

Tempo) 

Year 1 

Find and keep a steady pulse/beat kinaesthetically by performing actions/ movements in time whilst singing.  Explore faster 

and slower aurally. 

(Rhythm) 
 Establish rhythm as the pattern of the syllables in the words of a song : Identify one sound to a pulse/beat; two sounds to a 

pulse/beat, represented with creative images and resources such as raindrops under clouds, or hearts and crosses; 

distinguishing between pulse and rhythm; tapping the rhythm patterns in known songs with accuracy.  

Pitch and 

Notation 

(Children should 

also sing for 

pleasure songs 

which include a 

wider range of 

notes once they 

are ready). 

 Establish the concept of higher and lower aurally; (demonstrate using large hand and body movements). Recognise higher 

and lower in songs, pattern and copy the teacher. Develop increasingly accurate pitch matching skills – modelled by the 

teacher. 

Dynamics  Establish the concepts of louder and quieter (aurally) piano (p) and forte (f) and silence. Sing and perform songs. Listening 

- identify loud and quiet in classical music extracts 

Texture  Sing / play in Unison (all together as one) without an accompaniment 

Timbre  Explore the different sounds the singing and speaking voice can make.  

Using and listening to different voices – talking, whispering, humming, robot, happy, sad, singing (including lower men’s 

voice) and thinking (the inner voice).  

Play singing games which require children to identify a mystery voice. e.g. “Doggy, Doggy where’s your bone?” 

Use of unturned percussion instruments – matching the sounds with the instruments. 

Identify the sounds made by everyday objects 

Structure 
Year 1and 

2 

Recognise songs or sections of a piece that sound the same or different. Concept of ‘phrase’ – Sing or play the phrase in 

one breath. Show phrase by using large arm movements (make a big arch with the arm overhead) 

Compare same and different phrases and longer and shorter phrase lengths. Also look at repeated phrases. Draw phrase 

marks over written lyrics. 

 


